
Walker & Hall Waiheke Art Award 
 
Judge’s notes: 
 
The role of judge is fraught and more than a bit nerve-wracking but I was very 
honoured to be asked to be the judge the 2016 Walker and Hall Waiheke Art Award.  
My role was to make the selection of finalists, from 80 entries, that would be 
exhibited at the Waiheke Community Gallery. From these works I then had to make 
my final selection, spending the better part of a day sitting in front of, pacing back 
and forth in front of my favourites trying to formulate my thoughts about each one. 
Despite the difficulty in doing this, I am very happy with my final selection and want 
to congratulate each and every artist selected for exhibition. 
 
There are several works that I would like to highlight and briefly comment on. These 
works resonated with me all day, which is a marker of their success and significance. 
In no particular order…  
 
Stewart Jobling’s Crossing the Bar is a really evocative painting that moves between 
abstraction and figuration. The painting processes mimic the foam and spray of the 
tide crashing against a coastline. But it could also be strata of land depicting 
geological time. This is a really tightly condensed and successful painting. 
 
Jana Wood’s Cyano 2 is a restless painting, a marking and mapping of possible micro 
and macro universes. The unsystematic dabs and jabs of paint, like the pattering of 
rain on a footpath, are perfectly paced. The painting is mysteriously both 
directionless and cohesive. This is a really satisfying and rewarding painting. 
 
Raylene by Liam Gerrard, is inspired by the nineteenth century British portrait 
photographer, Julia Margaret Cameron. This charcoal drawing uses the same devices 
as Cameron: the closely cropped, soft focus portrait, where the subjects are often 
acting out a scene from a mythological story. Emerging from black and darkness, 
unlike Cameron’s photos which are made in light, this drawing explores the 
contemporary Gothic and stages or invents a possible new fable or myth. We are left 
asking, “Who is Raylene?” “Is she alive or dead?” “And how is it that the fox stole 
around her neck seems infinitely more alive than Raylene herself?” A beautifully 
executed work that kept me asking questions. 
 
Cathy Carter’s Ariel #3, is a photo of a disorienting landscape, which collapses 
perspective and tips you through a body of water. It creates a kind of turbulent 
ecstasy that is sublime. It is both otherworldly and completely of the world. 
 
I See Myself Trying to Get Born’by Sian Torrington is a work that explores the 
conventions of figurative drawing. Its eroticism is created not only through its 
subject matter but through its sensuously tense mark making. The artist’s gestures 
mimic those of the subject’s exploring, wandering hands. A strong, confident 



drawing whose exuberant mark making gets nicely flipped by its subject’s 
introspective, private moment. 
 
Adieu by Jonathan Cuming is a painting small in stature but big in heart. With the 
most amazing restraint and minimal means, this painting beautifully evokes the 
tenderness of a farewell. The characters and context are devoid of melodrama, yet 
you are drawn into this tiny, filmic moment. A very touching wee painting. 
 
I would also like to commend Mo Stewart, Zoe Leeb Du Toit and Belinda Griffiths for 
strong entries into this award. 
 
Monique Jansen 


